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A SOUTHERN MARYLAND FOREIGN CONNECTION:
MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY LAND SPECULATION
AT THE MOUTH OF THE PATUXENT RIVER
By Paul L Berry
The history of Solomons Island prior to its purchase in 1865 largely on the water — bay schooners and steamboats from
by Isaac Solomon has been something of a mystery, the subject of Baltimore. There certainly seemed little in these counties to attract
legends by ''old-timers" and conjectures by its historians. The ab- investment money from Baltimore, and certainly not from foreign
sence of factual data resulted largely from the loss of virtually all of investors. And yet, in 1856, a prosperous commission merchant
the Calvert County land records in the courthouse fires of 1882. from Baltimore invested in nearly three thousand acres near the
Although county clerks were required by law to file abstracts of mouth of the Patuxent in these two counties, with half of the funds
land transactions with the state, this requirement was either ignored corning from a guano importer from Peru.
or many abstracts before 1882
In contrast with the southern counties, Baltimore was fast
were tost in Annapolis. The critibecoming an important center of economic growth, combining
cal abstract for the 1865 puran eastern terminus of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad — an outchase of Solomons Island did
let for the coal mined in western Maryland — and an active port
survive, however, and it defor imports, including guano from South America that was in describes the seller as "... Susannah
mand by Maryland's farmers. The shipping and commission agent,
L. Fitzgerald, committee &
Richard B. Fitzgerald, was in an excellent position for profitable
trustee of Richard B. Fitzgerald,
business, particularly linked with guano imports from Peru. His
a lunatic of the City of Baltipartner and half-brother, Washington Booth, handled the shipment
more...."1 During research on
end of the business in Lima, working with a prominent Peruvian
the museum's recent book
family. Two brothers, Felipe
Solomons Island and Vicinity:
and Federico (later AmeriCALVERT COUNTY
An Illustrated History and Walkcanized to Frederick)
ing Tour, CMM's curator of
Barreda had government
maritime history, Richard ).
approval to export Peruvian
Dodds, came upon interesting
guano, and they split their
new information in the records
responsibilities:
Felipe
of the Baltimore City Circuit
stayed in Lima while
Court from 1865 to 1880.
Frederick worked in BaltiThese records provided information about Richard B.
more and New York. All four
Fitzgerald and also revealed a previously unknown "forprofited from the arrangeeign connection" to the island and other tracts of land
ment.2
Esperanzs Farm
in both Calvert and St. Mary's Counties near the mouth
We can only conjecof the Patuxent River.
ST. MARY'S COUNTY
ture the reasons that Richard
* * * * * * * * * *

Calvert and St. Mary's Counties prior to the Civil War were
very rural, with tobacco the principal crop. The populations were
small and not particularly affluent; land was relatively inexpensive;
roads were rudimentary at best; and the transportation depended

Fitzgerald bought land in
southern Maryland in 1856: some four hundred acres in St. Mary's
County in the area then and now known as Esperanza (coincidentally, the Spanish for "hope"}; and over twenty-five hundred acres
in southern Calvert County, stretching northward from Drum Point
Continued on page 6

REMEMBER THE BUGEYE BALL DATE!
Remember to hold Friday, September 20, for the 1996 Bugeye Ball, CMM's gala fall event. The ball this year will take place inside the
museum's Exhibition Hall, with the entertainment by dance band "Main Street." Invitations will be in the mail during the summer.

Bugeye Times

THE CHANGING
SCENE AT CMM

CMM REACCREDITED
BY AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION OF
MUSEUMS

On the grounds
Visitors to CMM this
summer will find that the view
from the p a r k i n g lot has
changed somewhat: the East
Annex building (formerly an
apartment building) on the
adjacent lot has been
demolished. This post-World
War II building, which served
CMM as temporary quarters
for several activities during the renovation
of the former schoolhouse from 1989
through mid-1993, was in too poor
condition for economic renovation. A
much-needed open pavilion will be erected
on the site, allowing space for school groups
to picnic during temperate weather and also
a place for educational programs during the
summer.
New signs will also greet visitors as they
enter the grounds from the street or from
the parking lot. A central panel will serve
to orient visitors to the various buildings,
while side panels will list current and future
events.

Among the staff
Two long-time staff members of CMM
have resigned to take other positions: Alan
Manuel has been CMM's cabinetmaker
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since 1981 and has worked on many of the
museum's exhibits, including the
paleontology exhibit now in preparation.
Many of the carpentry projects around the
grounds are also his handiwork. He leaves
to take a more active part in promoting
concerts in Southern Maryland, an off-hours
activity in which he has had a particular
interest. Lynne Warren, educator and
writer, also leaves CMM after nearly six
years. In her recent assignment, she worked
on texts for the paleontology exhibit. Lynne
will work for the National Geographic
Society in Washington, D.C.
Laura Magdeburger has been hired
as full-time aquarist in the estuarine biology
department, starting in late May. The Wm.
B. Tennison has a new mate this summer:
Ronny Jetmore will assist Captain Rudy
Bennett and will greet passengers and
describe the sights of Solomons harbor
during summer cruises. CMM's staff will
be augmented during the summer:
interpreters Jennifer Banks and Christina
Shumate will help with visitors; instructor
Sharon Cosman will handle children's
programs; Carin Stringer will assist at the
touch-tank in the Estuarium; and Jay Switzer
will work on grounds' maintenance.

Of the 8,500 museums in the
United States, only 750 are recognized
for their excellence through
accreditation by the American
Association of Museums, and only 438
have been reaccredited. The Calvert
Marine Museum was first accredited
in 1981, and has now received notice
of its reaccreditation — an important
achievement.
Accredited museums commit
themselves to excellence in programs
and operations by achieving and
continuing to meet generally
understood standards of performance.
After a period of self-study, each
museum's objectives are reviewed by
a committee of peers, followed by an
on-site review by a team of museum
professionals. An AAM Accreditation
Committee
makes
its
final
recommendation for accreditation.
This process is repeated at intervals,
resulting in the present reaccreditation
of CMM.
CMM has also received a grant of
$3,300 from the Institute of Museum
Services for a Public Dimension
Assessment to review the ways the
museum interacts and communicates
with the public — another type of selfstudy that will be undertaken during
the next two years.

CMM PLAYS HOST TO FQSSHi BIRDERS
The museum was pleased to help organize and co-host, with-the Smithsoni-an
Institution, the Fourth International Meeting of-the Society of Avian Paleontology and
Evolution (SAPE), which drew distinguished participants from as far away-as Russia, China,
New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, Argentina, and several European countries, as well
as a number from the U. S. In all, eighty fossil bird experts from eighteen countries
attended the series of events from Jane 3 -lo 7. "The scientific sessions were.held in
Washington, D. C., at the Smithsonian. Orfjune 6, CMM curator of paleontology Mike
Gottfried led an outing to fossil" sites along^Calvert Cliffs, followed by a crab feast and
evening program at CMM.
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO MEMBERS .
SOCIETY SNAPSHOT
Total Membership: 2,264
Corporate Members: 47
** New Members: 169** :
Upgrades: 30
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS! A hearty welcome to the 769
new members who joined the Society this quarter! Special
thanks to these new premium level members: Contributing:
Mr. & Mrs. M. J. Caddy, Karen S. Hodge, Dana & Leon Langley,
Maureen & Phil Sperin. Sustaining: Ricky & Carolyn Davis,
Bob Fitch & Judy Miller, Florence L Sickle. Sustaining
Corporate: O'Brien Realty, Reynolds & Manning, P.A. Corporate
Associate: Maryland Bank & Trust Company. Corporate Bugeye
Society: Heritage Printing & Graphics.
TAKING MEMBERSHIP TO A HIGHER LEVEL are these
members who upgraded their memberships this quarter: Ray
& Niki Basham, Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Boesz, Mr. & Mrs. James
Briscoe, Chester & Betty Burgess, George & Marcia
Clements, Robert & Ella Ennis, Dr. Richard V. Folea Srv Col.
& Mrs. Gary Gernhardts, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hazen, Myrtle
Henderson & Barbara Cullison, Bruce & Donna Henry, Mrs.
Mary Akin Morton, Alan & Lucille Keeny, Mr. & Mrs. Dennis
King, Mr. & Mrs. James J. King, Dr. & Mrs. John C. Knowlton,
Mr. John R. Lankford, Jr., Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Manning,
Rebecca J. McNeil, Mr. & Mrs. Richard Moe, Marcia &
Nicholas Olson, Timothy & Debra Petrow, Rev. & Mrs. W.
Ramsey Richardson, Mrs. Leon Russell, Will M. Russell &
Lee Horsey, Mr. James Sanders, Mrs. Helen Tate, Mr. Chuck
Tretow, Shawn & Tammy Vitale, Dorothy Wenzel & Edward
Chaney Jr.

MEMBERS WRITE
I've always been proud of the CMM ever since I
happened upon it some 8 or W years ago. Part of this
pride led me to move to Calvert County and also become
a member.

FOR MEMBERS ONLY...
MEMBERS' ANNUAL SUMMER PICNIC!
Saturday, August 24, 5:30 p.m.
It's back and it's as wonderful as ever! Meet us down at
the boat basin for another memorable evening of music,
games, good food, and great company.
A tried-and-true CMM tradition, the members' summer
picnic features folk music, Jennison cruises, volleyball games,
special tours, and unforgettable fiddler crab races! It also
boasts the best food in town — you bring your own picnic
supper. In turn, we'll supply beverages and desserts.
Come and join us! RSVP by calling (410) 326-2042.
Respond by August 20, and we'll enter your name in a
drawing for our coveted "Homeport Picnic," a delightful
gourmet dinner and champagne picnic prepared and waiting
at the boat basin - for you!

COOK'S CONUNDRUMS
Who Has the Otters?
There are five houses, each of a different color, inhabited
by people with different occupations, hobbies, and pets.
Richard lives in the red house. Linda has a dog. The novelist
lives in the green house. Martin is an aquarist. The green
house is to the immediate right (your right) of the ivory house.
The person whose hobby is making balloon animals has pet
snails. The yellow house is inhabited by the person whose
hobby is fossil collecting. The professor lives in the middle
house. Gary lives in the first house on the left. The person
whose hobby is sculpting lives in the house next to the person
with a pet fox. The person whose hobby is fossil collecting
lives next to the person who has a pet horse. The person
whose hobby is gardening is an engineer. Susan is a stamp
collector. Gary lives next to the blue house. So! Who is the
curator, and who has the otters?
************
Win a prize! Send your diagrammed
solution to Cook's Conundrums, CMM,
P.O. Box 97, Solomons, MD 20688.

I like your additions to the museum. Whatever funds
arrive at CMM are very well spent. I support your goals.

************

Please get CMM on the Internet! Calvert County can't
keep this to themselves forever! This is truly incredible.
Al Peters
Dunkirk, Maryland

Congratulations to W. L Ashby, Andrew Phelps, Barbara
Cantor, Jeanne Hawkins Rogers, Nathaniel Allen, and Janet
LaBella who won passes for their amazing lists of "Forty-Foot
Great White Shark" words. Barbara Cantor submitted the
longest list - 929 words.

Bugeye Times
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SPRING EVENTS ATTHECALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
The major spring event was the annual
Patuxenl Family Discovery Day on
May 4, including a variety of activities
for all ages as shown here. In addition,
there was model making and the
Volunteer Council yard sale, both
described on page 8. Other
interesting activities of the spring
season are also pictured.

Blackpowder firing demonstration by Wes Stone of the
"Maryland State Marines" captivates a line of "young
recruits" at Patuxent Family Discovery Day.
Photo by Debra Yorty

Some of the participants in the annual Oyster House Row, part of Patuxent family
Discovery Day, leaving the CMM waterfront for the /. C Lore Oyster House.
Photo by Richard Dodos

Performance by "Unbroken Circle" on the museum portico.
Photo by Debra Yorty

A young model maker gets help at
Patuxent Family Discovery Day.
Photo by Debra Yorty
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At the "Sneak Preview" of "Treasures from the Cliffs: Exploring Marine Fossils" on April 18,
CMM members enjoy viewing work to date on this major paleontology exhibit The
behind-the-scenes preview was sponsored by the
museum's Corporate Campaign Committee.
Pholo by Debra Yorty

Buriyn and Deanette Rogers, living history
interpreters, portray the 1910 lighthouse keeper and
his wife at the Drum Point Lighthouse on April '13.
Photo by Wes Stone

CMM's otters, "Bubbles" and "Squeak," enjoying
their new "tree trunk" slide in the otter tank.
Photo by Leslie Scher Brown

WATERSIDE MUSIC FESTIVAL A SELL-OUT SUCCESS
Despite cloudy weather and cool temperatures, there was
Financial underwriting was contributed by Bayside Chevrolet,
warm applause for the performers at the eleventh annual Waterside Roy Rogers, Perkins Restaurants, Lighthouse Inn, Main Message
Music Festival on the main lawn of the museum on Saturday, May Center, Dash In Food Stores, Coors, Coors Lite, Samuel Adams,
25. A sell-out crowd of two thousand enabled CMM io raise over First National Bank of Maryland, and Washington Gas, Maryland
Division. In-kind major donors included Holiday Inn Select
Solomons, Chesapeake Publishing Group, New Bay Times,
WMDM/WPTX, Jones Communications, and Nuad Channel 10.
Special gifts to help promotion were received from Maryland Bank
and Trust, The Calvert Independent, Coastal Construction and
Restoration, WMZQ, and Larry D. Kelley. Lee Ann Wright, CMM
director of development who produced Waterside for the second
year, commented: "We cannot produce an event this size, nor
could we ever hope for net profits over $26,000.00, if we didn't
have the loyal support of Southern Maryland businesses as well as
a huge core of hardworking volunteers."

$26,000 at this event to support educational and preservation
programs. The attraction of the evening was Grammy award-winner
Emmylou Harris and her band with a two-hour performance of
her old favorites, as well as much new and original material from
her latest CD, Wrecking Ball, produced by Asylum Records. The
evening was opened by "Eddie From Ohio," a contemporary folkrock band, introduced by Ray Holbrook, general manager of local
radio station WMDM/WPTX. The success of the evening proved
that the communities of Southern Maryland appreciate having
popular and contemporary music brought into the area, with the
museum benefiting from this interest.

Photo by Debra Yorty
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was the only family member to move to the United States, but he
did exceedingly well here. Settling first in Baltimore, he moved in
the late 1850s to New York City where the family eventually
occupied mansions on Fifth Avenue and later on Madison Avenue.
During the early 1860s he served the Peruvian government as
minister to the United States, Great Britain, and France. During
this time his wealth allowed him
to build a seafront mansion
("cottage") in Newport, Rhode
Island, later bought by William
Waldorf Astor and renamed
"Beaulieu," the name it carries
today. So far as can be
determined, he did not visit or
otherwise take any interest in
the Calvert County property
until sometime after 1868.6

and including present-day Solomons Island. Those purchases were
recorded in his own name, but as will be clear later, the funds
were also from Booth and Frederick Barreda. Calvert County land
records do not exist to confirm
this, but there are still land
records in St. Mary's County
that show ownership by Richard
Fitzgerald. No reasons for these
purchases have been located,
but it is possible that it was for
speculation that a railroad
would be built to either or both
locations. In any event, the Civil
War soon intervened and delayed economic plans in MaryTwo events occurred in
land.
1868 that changed this interest:
further action by Mrs. Fitzgerald
We do not know the details
and the other two investors to
of Richard Fitzgerald's business
sell the Fitzgerald/Booth/
during the period from 1856 to
Barreda southern Maryland
1864, but in late 1864, at the
properties; and (2) the
age of fifty-seven, he suffered a
chartering of the Baltimore and
serious mental condition,
Drum Point Railroad by the
causing his wife to petition the Barreda House at Drum Point
Maryland legislature. On June
Baltimore City Circuit Court to
be named to handle his affairs. After proper investigation, the 16, 1868, Frederick Barreda, Washington Booth, and Susannah
court on January 13, 1865, designated her as "... a committee for Fitzgerald petitioned the court to sell the six tracts totaling over
the person and a trustee for the estate of said Richard B. 2,400 acres in the Drum Point area of Calvert County, as well as
Fitzgerald...." Fitzgerald's holdings in various investments, including Esperanza of 420 acres in St. Mary's County. The reasons for
a number of properties in the Baltimore area, were estimated to wanting to sell are interesting:
the court as about $400,000, with an annual income of $20,000,
... the said lands cannot be divided without loss or injury to the
said several parties entitled and that the said lands are situated
mostly from land rents in Baltimore.3
where they cannot be cultivated by the parties entitled thereto
Despite what appears to be adequate income, Mrs. Fitzgerald
and are daily deteriorating in value from neglect, and that it would
evidently wanted to rid herself of properties in southern Maryland,
require immense expenditures of money to make the same
particularly in Calvert County, so on October 13, 1865, she
profitable or productive ....7
petitioned the court for permission to sell
In an interrogatory carried out under orders of the court, Booth
... to Isaac Solomon for the sum of six thousand dollars ... all that
stated that the St. Mary's property, "...including stock and every
piece or parcel of land called "Sandy Island" lying and being in
thing on it except the grain, I should value at fifteen thousand
Calvert County and State of Maryland near the mouth of the
dollars. The Drum Point farm, in Calvert County I estimate at
Patuxent River containing eighty acres of land more or less which
eighty thousand dollars."8 The court was petitioned in November
[was conveyed in 1856]... to Richard B. Fitzgerald, together with
1868 to allow the sale of Esperanza to — of all people — Isaac
another tract of land not sold.4
Solomon
who agreed to pay $15,000 in installments of $3,000
The court approved the sale on October 19, 1865, and this is the
each
with
interest. The sale was ratified by the court in January
sale that was recorded in the abstract deed found in the Hall of
1869.
c>
Not
until 1870, however, was it possible to dispose of the
Records in Annapolis. The abstract, however, does not tell the
Calvert
County
land. The court was informed on June 9 that a
whole story: Mrs. Fitzgerald revealed to the court that although
private
sale
of
the
2,400 acres had been arranged with Frederick
the title to this property appeared in her husband's name, she
Barreda
for
the
sum
of $50,000, again in installments over five
knew that he was entitled to only one-fourth of the proceeds of
years.
This
sale
the
court
ratified on June 9, 1870.10
the sale, since his partner, Washington Booth, had a one-fourth
interest, and Frederick L Barreda had a half interest. She reported
that both Washington Booth and Frederick Barreda knew of and
approved the sale.5 A later report to the Circuit Court by an
accountant divided the sale proceeds among the three investors.
The Barreda family was prominent in Peru, with its members
active in governmental and commercial affairs. Frederick Barreda

Frederick Barreda was still a citizen of Peru, but was now a
bona fide land owner in Calvert County. It is doubtful that many
residents of the county at the time realized that he had held a half
interest in the Drum Point land since 1856, but they certainly now
realized that the Peruvian was the owner. The fact that a survey
report filed with the state legislature on January 1868 identified
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Drum Point as the logical
terminus of the Baltimore and
Drum Point Railroad no doubt
influenced Barreda's decision."
The railroad company was
organized under its state charter
in 1868 and began to plan for
financing and construction.
Barreda was approached by
several local supporters to
become an investor in the
company and a director, to which
he agreed in the summer of 1871.
CMM is fortunate in having the
Barreda correspondence about
the railroad, beginning in 1871
and ending in 1875. Although most of the letters are from Daniel option was exercised at that time, with the final sale in early 1942.20
R. Magruder of Calvert County and R. S. Steuart of Baltimore, Thus the property finally passed out of the hands of the Barreda
there is at least one letter from Isaac Solomon in December 1871 family, becoming eventually the site of Drum Point development.
about company business.12 These facts added together create a
Although the foreign ownership of Drum Point was known to
strong presumption that the entire land speculation was always
county residents after the Civil War, it is doubtful that many realized
directed toward profiting from the construction of a railroad into
that it had started as early as 1856, nor did they understand the
southern Maryland. The fate of the Baltimore and Drum Point
sequence of events surrounding that ownership. Older residents
Railroad, however, is a separate story.
tell of associations with the farm, possibly through work by a parent
The "foreign connection" — the Barreda family ownership of as a tenant farmer there; others may remember clearly the mansion
land in Calvert County — continued up until World War II, but not that was prominent on the bluff at Drum Point, existing until it was
under Frederick Barreda. After purchasing Drum Point, Barreda demolished in the 1950s. A Maryland oyster chart of 1908, for
did take an interest in the property and built a grand Italianate example, shows "Barreda House Cupola" as a landmark for locating
mansion there — the first residence in Caivert County to have oyster beds, and Hulbert Footner used the house and land as the
indoor plumbing. His fortunes, however, suffered during a national setting for one of his adventure stories, Ramshackle House. Today,
economic panic of 1873 which was triggered ironically by excessive we remember the Barreda family's "foreign connection" only
speculation in railroad investments. Frederick Barreda was forced through the name of Barreda Boulevard in Drum Point.
to sell his mansions in New York and Newport, but held on to
NOTES
Drum Point where he moved with his family in 1875, farming the
County Court of Appeals, Land Records, Abstracts, April 10, 1866, Maryland
large estate for a short time. In 1876 he mortgaged the estate to 1. Calvert
Hall of Records, MdHR 40,087-3 1-8-2.
his brother Felipe for $250,000,i:i as partial collateral for a large 2. John Thomas Scharf, /-//story of Baltimore City and County (Philadelphia: Louis H.
Everts, 1881), p. 771, and Frank R. Rutter, "Soulh American Trade o( Baltimore," lohns
loan from his brother to help retire his debts. In the same year he
Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political Science, 15th series, IX, September
learned of an opportunity in coffee importing in San Francisco,
1897, p. 41.
where he moved in 1876, relocating his family there in 1878. 3. Baltimore City Circuit Court, Equity Record, liber ]RB 7, folio 133, Maryland Hall of
Records.
Through default on the mortgage, his brother Felipe became owner 4. Ibid.,
folio 141.
of the Drum Point property in 1881,14 Frederick Barreda died in 5. Ibid.
6.
Information about Frederick Barreda and the Barreda family is well covered in Frederick
San Francisco in 1883.ir>
Barreda Sherman, From the Guadalquivir to the Golden Gate (Mill Valley, California:
privately published by Hill and Smith Company, 1977). A copy is in the museum's
Felipe Barreda owned Drum Point until his death in June 1892,
leaving the management to relatives, Alexander and Robert Barril 7. archives.
Baltimore City Circuit Court, Equity Record, liber JRB 11, folio 181, Maryland Hall of
(or de Barril). Hulbert Footner devotes a chapter in his book
Records.
Charles' Gift to the Barrils' existence on the estate in the early part 8. Ibid., folio 186.
9.
Ibid-, folio 192.
of the century. After Felipe Barreda's death, the property passed 10. Ibid., folio 503.
to his widow and five of his children.16 The widow died in October 11. George W. Hughes, Report on the Survey of a Rail Road Route Connecting the City of
Baltimore with Drum Point, on the Patuxent River (Annapolis: Wm. Thompson, 1868),
1894, and by 1901 the eldest son, Felipe Barreda y Osma, was
pp. 17-18, 21.
sole owner,17 but he died in May 1915, leaving the property 12. Isaac Solomon to Frederick Barreda, December 6, 1871, Barreda Papers, CMM.
through a codicil to his will to his brother, Enrique Barreda, who in 13. Calvert County Land Records, liber JLB 1, folio 200, as cited in liber SS 5, folios 28891.
turn relinquished it to his nephew Felipe A. Barreda. Management 14. Ibid., liber SS 5, folios 288-91.
was in absentia, handled until the mid-1920s by the Barrils. The 15. These details are from Sherman, From the Guadalquivir to the Golden Gate, p. 272.
Calvert County Land Records, liber TBT 2, folios 301-05.
property was then leased to local farmers18 and unsuccessful efforts 16.
17. Ibid., liber GWD 2, folios 188-91.
were made to sell. Management of the property in the next few 18. Ibid., liber AAH 19, folios 494-98.
years was handled by leases to John B. Gray Jr.19 who had a 19. Ibid., liber AAH 27, folios 247-50, and liber AAH 46, folios 373-75.
20. Ibid., liber AAH 47, folios 234-39.
purchase option that was to expire on December 31,1941. This
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